Driving Adventures - International Driving Holidays & Tours

FAQ

F.A.Q

Behind Driving Adventures Limited
The company is owned and managed by two avid car enthusiasts,
Darren Taylor
& Graham Collins whose commercial experience has been gained from over 25 years of
working within the travel industry specialising in VIP requirements, I.T. and corporate finance.Â

This depth and breadth of knowledge coupled with our years of experience, gives us the tools
to run an extremely efficient specialist tour operating business with a keen eye for detail.
In previously catering for the requirements of rock or movie stars, we apply our world
renowned specialist services to all our customers.Â

Our position in the industry also enables us to achieve hotel rates at a fraction of the normal
cost which we can in turn pass on to you and your clients.Â

What type of people can I expect on the tour?
Our tours are for the majority of driving enthusiasts who relish the opportunity to drive on fantastic scenic
roads.Â Whether you own a Ferrari or an original beetle, everyone is welcome.Â

Would your tours be appropriate for couples?
Yes, our tours are made up of 85% couples.

Are the tours formal events?
Not at all. We strive to create a relaxed and social atmosphere throughout the tour and into the evening.Â There are no
dress codes.Â

Are there any back up vehicles?
This depends entirely on the tour. If one is included details will be given on the tour
description page. We strongly encourage that in all cases you arrange for appropriate independent break down cover (to
include Europe where applicable).

What type of accommodation do you arrange?
As you’ll appreciate with over 25 years in the travel industry, we have a substantial database of hotels throughout the
world to hand pick from depending on the nature of the tour we’re organising and what level of accommodation is
required.
http://www.driving-adventures.co.uk
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Are your tours similar to the more well known high profile rallies?
This market is already well catered for elsewhere. Our tours are in no way a competition, rally, trial, event, or race. There
are no checkpoints or prizes. An advantage of this is that there is no rush to get room A to B therefore no need to find the
quickest (and straightest) route. Our tours aim to explore fantastic roads through stunning scenery.Â

Driving Adventures
info@driving-adventures.co.ukÂ
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